Comparison of enzyme mismatch cleavage and chemical cleavage of mismatch on a defined set of heteroduplexes.
Two mutation detection methods based on the cleavage of mismatched heteroduplexes were compared and evaluated. These techniques, chemical cleavage of mismatch (CCM) and enzyme mismatch cleavage (EMC), have the advantages over other available methods of being able to detect and localize mutations in relatively large fragments of DNA (> or = 1 kb). We have constructed clones that enable us to create heteroduplexes of 500 bp, 1 kb, and 1.5 kb and have assessed each of the methods over a range of criteria. Both were able to detect and localize all four types of single-base mismatch and insertion/deletions of 1-5 bp. Whereas EMC was efficient at detection of insertion/deletions in a broad size range of fragments and has the advantage over CCM of using no hazardous chemicals, in our hands it has not been sufficiently robust that we felt confident to consider it for diagnostic use in its present form. CCM using hydroxylamine was efficient over the entire range of fragment sizes tested and using potassium permanganate with tetraethylammonium chloride was efficient up to 1 kb.